71 dodge dart

This is a 71 Dodge Demon. EL5 butterscotch with black stripes and black and white hounds
tooth interior. Not many Demonswere made with this interior. The motor and trans are not the
originalsthat came with the car, ut it do have the original matching block that does come with
the car. Has been switched to electronic ignition. The car runs real strong and sounds
awesome. The car runs and drives real nice and is very dependable. Has manual disc brakes
andmanual steering. The original block is just a bare block. The paint and body on the the car is
real nice. Based on info from a previous owner the car was painted around It has held up really
well. There is a place that has been touched up on thepassenger side quarterabout the size of a
quarter, ee in pics. This was a west coast car and appears to have its original sheet metal with
the exception of the rear deck lid. It now has a 72 deck lid on it.. The chrome, rim, umpers and
glass are also nice. The interior is looks real nice also. The dash and gauges are nearly perfect.
Seat covers, oor panels and carpet look good. The headliner appears to be original and has 2
small holes in it. It has auto meter gauges. Factory am fm radio that works. The car has its
original fender tag. No broadcast sheet. May consider partial trades. Bill Hartman grew up
immersed in all things Mopar, because his father was the service manager at Springfield Dodge
in Springfield, Pennsylvania, in the s and s. The family always had a shiny new loaner car in the
driveway so Bill was exposed to a wide variety of different Chrysler products throughout his
childhood, but it was actually his brother-in-law, not his dad, who got him hooked on muscle
cars. We stopped by a shop in South Philly to have one of the motor mounts shaved, and I was
standing behind the GTX when my brother-in-law moved it in order to let another car exit the
garage. He hammered it and black-tracked away from me. That was it! After seeing the GTX rip
down the street like that I was hooked! Following high school, Bill joined the U. The Buick was
fun, but not surprisingly, it was only a detour in Bill's journey to find the right Chrysler product.
A small ad in the local paper for a Dodge Dart Swinger project car caught his attention. It took a
few visits to look at the car before vivid memories of another Dart from decades earlier
compelled him to pull the trigger. Those words spoke loudly in terms of street credit in those
days, and hearing all the chatter about it has stuck with me to this day. The first thing Bill and
his wife, Diane, did after getting the Dart home was evict a family of rats living inside it. They
then gutted the interior to get rid of the odor the unwanted rodents left behind, and began
accumulating parts for the planned resurrection. He later bought an entire front grille assembly
from an internet auction site. In , the still-disassembled car and growing parts collection went
with them to that new assignment at McConnell Air Force Base in Wichita. Some 10 years after
buying the Dart, Bill finally had the time to work on it in earnest. First, the car went to Autobody
Connection in Rose Hill, Kansas, where Vern Hammond's team "transformed its outer
appearance from barn find to barn stormer. Bill knew he wanted to return it to blue, but was
indecisive regarding the exact shade. Besides doing a masterful job with the body and
paintwork, Autobody Connection also did the work needed to install a full complement of Auto
Meter gauges in the dash and an RCI gallon fuel cell. After getting the car back from Autobody
Connection, Bill spent the next four years putting it all back together with mostly stock parts,
and in September he started the newly rebuilt for the first time. It roared to life and put an
ear-to-ear grin on Bill's face, but the joy was short-lived as he discovered the automatic, which
had come with the car and was represented to be in excellent working condition, was in fact
fried inside. After he and his wife pushed the Dart back into their garage, he removed the
transmission and turned it over to friend Mark Wise, who expertly rebuilt it. Following
reinstallation of the , the Hartmans enjoyed their reborn Dart very much, driving it to many
shows and cruises in the Wichita area. The following year, Bill noticed the engine wasn't quite
as peppy as it used to be and traced the problem to some worn lobes on its Mopar Performance
cam. In , Bill made another significant upgrade to his engine's performance. After concluding
these are a great set of heads, Santa, in the form of my wife, Diane, was gracious enough to
drop a pair of the Trick Flow Specialties PowerPort heads down the chimney for Christmas, and
the Dart's long-standing breathing problems were eviscerated once and for all. Trick Flow's new
line of aluminum cylinder heads were designed specifically for big-block Mopar's and hands
down were indeed a great power adder! With the engine running great and making the level of
power he wanted, Bill turned his attention to the car's brakes. In , he replaced the OEM setup
using a Wilwood disc brake conversion kit that put four-piston calipers and inch steel rotors on
all four corners. Never one to sit still for long, the next project on his radar screen is installation
of a six-point rollbar and RCI five-point harness. Both of these safety upgrades will be done in
preparation for some much-anticipated drag racing. The Hartman's year odyssey with their Dart
Swinger has had many challenges, but the hard work and determination has paid off. The car is
a wonderful reminder of Bill's childhood growing up surrounded by Chryslers, courtesy of his
father's job at Springfield Dodge, and his teenage years hanging with all of his car buddies.
They continue driving it to local shows and cruises, and get a great deal of enjoyment from

sharing the car with others. Many key in on the Swinger emblems and the trademark sunflower
accenting the "i" and how well that fit the '70s era. The Dart is a trip to drive and gets its fair
share of attention with lots of waves, thumbs up, picture grabs, and gas station conversations.
Close Ad. Richard Prince Author. After a year journey, Bill Hartman finally has the big-block
Dart he's always wanted. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Set an alert to be notified of new
listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? As the devilish
appearance indicates, there's something quite wicked under the hood of this Mopar. Private
Seller. A well loved beautiful light blue dodge dart swinger from the year Everything in it is orig
Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior
and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished
in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets
are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea
retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists
ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This
Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a
recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth
Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided
by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled
seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much
more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every
two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original
purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. This is a high quality rubber grommet. Note: These are not the
inexpensive plastic version that is being sold everywhere else. The cheap one is smaller than
the factory Material s Exact same material as OEM. Comes with 2 strips of butyl caulk to seal
pivot post to cowl and 2 super tough black donut pivot to outer cowl seals see picture 67 68 69
Barracuda Used in many applications till Have those in Commonly called Shoddy Pad in the
automotive industry. Includes lower rear quarter panel extension drain plugs black drain plugs
in picture and firewall clutch rod oval plug. With Mopar part numbers. Duplicated from NOS
samples. We combine These are right behind the headlights. This version has a "straight
bottom edge". There is another version with an angled edge. These are the splash shields that
keep the road dirt from the front tires from getting in the door hinge area. Material s Same
material as Pair of extruded EPDM rubber strips the attach to the side of the metal splate plates
in front of the door hinges. These are flocked coated with a black, velvet like coating. Compare
to your originals to determine if you need These are unflocked bare rubber seals. Compare to
your originals to determine if you need flocked coated with a These cover the quarter panel
edge in the door open area. We made this because of the complaint of the too tall and too stiff
product on the market. On some models the bumper bracket bolts go into the trunk. These
gaskets seal between the bracket and body around each bolt. There a different number of
gaskets for different models The matte black fiberglass faces down. The foil backing, located
between the pad and the hood, aids in reflecting The foil backing, located between the pad and
the hood, aids in reflecting infra-red heat from the hood and DMT rear seat trunk divider board
for A bodies except Duster, Demon, Dart Sport 67 68 69 Barracuda 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76
Dart, Scamp, Swinger, Valiant This chipboard is Fits under the headliner between the rear
quarter window and the back window. The headliner covers this sail panel when installed. This
black sail panel is the This black sail panel See note below. This grommet is made for us to our
specifications and materials. Sure it fits MANY other models. If it looks similar to yours then this
is it. We combine shipping. Fits the factory approx. Also fits Dodge pickups and vans. Also fits
pickups and vans. With correct screws, grommets and gasket. Made in USA. DMT 5pcs of large
headed plastic push pins that clips the grille to the radiator support. Well, the car builders took

notice and over the past three decades, builders have modified everything from AMC Gremlins
to Jeep Wagoneers and to great effect. One car that you might never think about modifying is
the Dodge Dart Demonâ€”heck, you might never have even seen or heard of a Dodge Dart
Demon. The Demon came about because in sister group Chrysler-Plymouth had the Valiant
Duster, a uni-body two-door coupe built on the A-body platform. With sales topping a
quarter-million units, Dodge wanted a slice of the pie and got the Demon complete with small
but controversial devil decals that were soon axed. The Demon was to be called the Beaver but
for obvious reasons, that name was also option delete. Basically, it was a Dodge Duster with
Dart front sheet metal and a few other minor differences. Badge engineering it might have been
but under the optional black hood with scoops, you could get the 5. The equipped Demons
could accelerate zero-to mph in under 8 seconds. Norm was running Grand Spaulding Dodge on
the northwest side of Chicago. The rest of the drivetrain includes a Tremec five-speed ma
hyundai service manual pdf
pontiac aztek security light
ac ebay
nual box with a Hurst shifter and a Moser -built Dana 60 rear end. To enable the Demon to
handle like a modern car, Staveski installed a complete, fully adjustable suspension system
with anodized-aluminum coilovers from AFCO Racing ably assisted with Wilwood Like the
exterior, the interior was likewise updated but not overstated. Your email address will not be
published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Skip to content. Photo Credit: Mr. Norms Garage One car that you might never think about
modifying is the Dodge Dart Demonâ€”heck, you might never have even seen or heard of a
Dodge Dart Demon. Norms Garage The Demon was to be called the Beaver but for obvious
reasons, that name was also option delete. Norms Garage. Suggested Stories. But as a 60 year
old Mopar guy I would love to own it. Love everything about it. Where did you find the front
spoiler or is it custom made? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published.

